
A Step-by-Step Guide to 
Fighting a New York City 

Parking Ticket



First Step

 Find the parking ticket on line. 
Don't rely upon the information 
contained on your copy of the 
ticket, because the judge won't.

Department of Finance 

click

Link

http://nycserv.nyc.gov/NYCServWeb/NYCSERVMain?&__hssc=&__hstc&hsCtaTracking=b207dff5-1d8c-4060-81e2-778313d5dcf6%7Cded42f17-ae58-406f-8537-a5c8f26e019d


–Second Step

Check your parking ticket for omitted, misdescribed, and 
illegible required elements. 



!

- For an expired meter violation, make 
sure the warrior entered the "meter 
number," "operational (YES)," and 
"limit." For an expired MM, the limit 
entered is 5M (meaning the 5 minute 
grace period was honored).  

- For mechanical meters, the limit is the 
parking time limit in your parking zone.

Example:



This  is an expired muni 
meter violation.  

- The "Meter #" is correct.  

- The entry for 
"Operational" is correct. 

But, the "Limit" is 
misdescribed. 
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If the registration expiration date is omitted on your 
parking ticket or misdescribed, and your plate 
displays the month and year of expiration (for NY 
and certain out of state vehicles), you must submit: 

- A copy of your vehicle registration 

- Two photographs of your car.   

- one of the front  

- one a close up of your plate clearly showing the 
month and year of expiration

Example:



Research your parking ticket to determine whether you 
have a substantive defense. For example, always check: 

- The place of occurrence to make sure the parking 
rule, and days/hours displayed on the actual parking 
sign matches the parking rule and days/hours entered 
on your parking ticket. 

- The place of occurrence for a fire hydrant violation 
because oftentimes the location of your parking space 
entered on the ticket is MORE than 15 feet from a fire 
hydrant, or there isn't a fire hydrant in the vicinity. 
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Third Step
"Present the Proper Proof, Properly"



Here are some resources for your research ... 

- Google Maps 

- NYC DOT parking regulation map 

- NYC DOT parking sign locator 

- And much more... 

Resources         LINK

http://bit.ly/1cDa8FZ


- The "Present the Proper Proof, Properly" step is where 
many of the wonderful members of our driving 
community lose their fighting form, and are 
vanquished by the Evil Empire 

- Every parking violation code (99) has one or more 
specific defenses that will set you free. Match the 
proper defense with the parking crime 

- Crying the blues, explaining that you left a note for 
the parking ticket warrior that you'd be right back, or 
worse yet, advise the judge that his honor is free to 
call you if she has any questions...are not examples of 
winning defenses

Larry's Final Word...
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